ALFRED  NOBEL THE MAN
ideas with thoughtful persons, finally loses the capacity to do so,
and sacrifices both in his own estimation and in that of others, the
regard which he had won/' For this reason Alfred Nobel never
allowed himself to become a dry scientific worker. He had a rich
and generous personality and an understanding instinct for all that
was human.
On the other hand, there have been few persons.that have
so little desire to exploit themselves, and he had an aversion from
any kind of advertisement which was obviously sincere, and was
sometimes directed against quite innocent objectives. When an
editor asked him for his photograph for his review, he emphatically
refused, saying: "In these times of elaborate and shameless
advertising, only those persons who are specially qualified for it
should allow- their photographs to appear in a paper;" when a
Swedish publisher, who wanted to bring out an illustrated book on
famous Swedes, approached him, Nobel replied : " It is a pleasure
to me to subscribe to this valuable and interesting work; but I
would ask that my picture be left out of the collection. I am not
aware that I have deserved fame, and I take no pleasure in its
clatter."
It was natural that with such prepossessions he should be
exceedingly critical of anniversaries, memorials and such things.
" My natural inclination/' he wrote, " is less to honour the dead,
who feel nothing, and who must be indifferent to marble monu-
ments, than to help the living who are in want/* He expressed Ms
views most explicitly on the occasion of a proposed memorial to
Pasteur.
" I am convinced/' he wrote, " that Pasteur himself would like
to send all such manifestations to the devil, and that he loathes any
advertising of his name because it tires him out to deal with the
callers that result. Like all notable persons living here, he really
has peace from that worst of all plagues, reporters. Bugs
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